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Abstract

Step ordered fuzzy numbers (SOFN) form a subspace of ordered fuzzy

numbers (OFN) that were invented by the first author and his two cowork-

ers in the previous decade. The definition of OFN uses the extension of the

parametric representation of convex fuzzy numbers. The space of SOFN

may be identified with a 2K-dimensional vector space, where K is respon-

sible for the number of steps. OFN may be equipped with a lattice structure.

Then fuzzy implications are defined on OFN and SOFN with the help of al-

gebraic operations defined on OFN. The new objects are proposed that have

some similarities with intuitionistic fuzzy sets and fuzzy sets of the 2ed type.

Keywords: ordered fuzzy numbers, partial order, lattice, implications, de-
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1 Introduction

A fuzzy implication (FI), as an extension of the classical binary implication, is

commonly defined as a two-place operation on the unit interval [7, 12]. Its gener-

alization needs only a complete lattice structure of the domain. In this chapter we

will be concerned with such a generalization. The domain on which we give our

main definition will be a subspace of the space of ordered fuzzy numbers R, re-

cently introduced by the second author and his 2 coworkers: Dominik Ślȩzak and

Piotr Prokopowicz, see [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Then a weaker assumption concern-

ing the continuity of parametric representation of fuzzy numbers was assumed in

[14], i.e. they may be functions of bounded variation, i.e. belong to BV. Then

all convex fuzzy numbers are contained in this new space RBV ⊃ R of OFN.

Notice that functions from BV [24] are continuous except for a countable num-

bers of points. Important consequence of this generalization is a possibility of

introducing a subspace of OFN composed of pairs of step functions.

Fuzzy implications play important roles in both mathematical and applied

sides of fuzzy set theory. They appear in fuzzy logic (FL), in processes of approx-

imate reasoning (AR), in decision support systems (DSS) in several applications

where fuzzy control (FC) is suitable, and in many other areas of modern technol-

ogy. Many different fuzzy implication operators have been proposed and many

papers have been written on the subject. One can consult the recent monograph

on fuzzy implications published in 2008 [2].

There are several classes of fuzzy implications defined on the unit square

[0, 1] × [0, 1] with values in the unit interval I = [0, 1]. The most known is

the fuzzy counterpart of the right handed side of the binary logic tautology a =⇒
b ≡ b ∨ ¬a, called the Kleene–Dienes operation, and defined by the invention of

the negation operator ¬ to membership functions. The Kleene–Dienes implication

A =⇒ B is given by max{1 − µA, µB}. To some generalizations of the binary

implication belongs the so-called S-implication Is(A,B) defined by the formula

Is(A,B) = S(1− µA, µB) , (1)

where S is any s-norm [6]. The implication invented by Łukasiewicz [25], in his

3-valued logic takes the form min{1, 1 − µA + µB}. Notice that for particular

fuzzy numbers A = B = 1/2 (in fact they are crisp) the binary implication

takes the value 1/2 while the Łukasiewicz implication gives the full truth, i.e. the

value 1.

Another class of implications form Q-implication Iq(A,B), and they can

written by the use of the formula

Iq(A,B) = S(1− µA,T (µA, µB)) , (2)
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where S and T are general s-norm and t-norm, respectively. The example of

Q–implication is the Zadeh implication [33] defined by

max{min{µA, µB}, 1 − µA} .

It is no difficult to check that most of invented fuzzy implications are con-

sistent with the classical binary logic implication. Although the definition of the

fuzzy implication defined as a two-place operation on the unit interval requires

only 3 of 4 conditions of the binary logic implication (cf. Definition 5).

What is unpleasant with all those implications: if we restrict our attention to

convex fuzzy numbers (CFN) of compact supports as their original domain they

do not lead to convex fuzzy numbers, as their operation results, they have, in gen-

eral, unbounded supports [28]. The aim of our chapter is to omit this drawback by

defining fuzzy implications by restricting our attention to ordered fuzzy numbers,

which form a generalization of all CFN with the well defined 4 algebraic opera-

tions. Notice, that in OFN only the operation of addition gives the same result as

the interval calculation and Zadeh’s extension principle.

The organization of the chapter is as follows. First a short repetition on or-

dered fuzzy numbers and operations defined on them will be made. Then the

subspace of step ordered fuzzy numbers will be introduce and defuzzification

functionals defined on them. The next section will bring the lattice structure of

RK , with the fixed resolution K . Then the particular subset N of RK will be

introduced composed of pairs of binary K-dimensional vectors. The set N with

two operations forms a complete and complemented lattice in which complements

are unique; in fact it is a Boolean algebra. On this algebra a strong negation is

introduced and the counterpart of the Kleene–Dienes operation as a new binary

implication on the set N ⊂ RK of step ordered fuzzy numbers. Two other impli-

cations will be proposed as counterparts of the Łukasiewicz and Q-implications.

The paper brings different approach for the construction of fuzzy implications on

OFN from that presented in our previous publications [20, 21, 32] and the idea

of P.Prokopowicz from his Ph.D. thesis [29]. The interpretation of the introduced

concept and its relation to the classical fuzzy set objects are given in the next

section. A generalization of Atanasov’s intuitionistic fuzzy sets in the form of

suspected fuzzy sets ends the paper.

2 Ordered fuzzy numbers

Proposed recently by the first author and his two coworkers: P.Prokopowicz and

D. Ślȩzak [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] an extended model of convex fuzzy numbers [27]
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(CFN), called ordered fuzzy numbers (OFN), does not require any existence of

membership functions. In this model an ordered fuzzy number is a pair of contin-

uous functions, f and g, say, defined on the interval [0, 1] with values in R. To see

OFN as an extension of CFN - model, take a look on a parametric representation

know since 1986, [8] of convex fuzzy numbers.

The continuity of both parts implies their images are bounded intervals, say

UP and DOWN , respectively. We may used symbols to mark boundaries for

UP = [lA, 1
−

A] and for DOWN = [1+A, pA]. In general, the functions f, g need

not to be invertible, only continuity is required. If we add the constant function

on the interval [1−A, 1
+
A] with its value equal to 1, we might define the membership

function

µ(x) = µup(x), if x ∈ [lA, 1
−

A] = [f(0), f(1)], (3)

µ(x) = µdown(x), if x ∈ [1+A, pA] = [g(1), g(0)] and

µ(x) = 1 when x ∈ [1−A, 1
+
A]

if

1. f ≤ g are both invertible, i.e. inverse functions f−1 =: µup and g−1 =:
µdown exist,

2. f is increasing, and g is decreasing, and such that

3. f ≤ g (pointwise).

Obtained in this way the membership function µ(x), x ∈ R represents a mathe-

matical object which reminds a convex fuzzy number in the classical sense [5, 11].

On OFN four algebraic operations have been proposed between fuzzy num-

bers and crisp (real) numbers, in which componentwise operations are present.

In particular if A = (fA, gA), B = (fB, gB) and C = (fC , gC) are mathemat-

ical objects called ordered fuzzy numbers, then the sum C = A + B, product

C = A · B, division C = A ÷ B and scalar multiplication by real r ∈ R, are

defined in natural way:

r ·A = (rfA, rgA) ,

and

fC(y) = fA(y) ⋆ fB(y), gC(y) = gA(y) ⋆ gB(y) , (4)

where ”⋆” works for ”+”, ”·”, and ”÷”, respectively, and where A÷B is defined,

if the functions |fB| and |gB | are bigger than zero. Notice that the subtraction of

B is the same as the addition of the opposite of B, i.e. the number (−1) · B, and

consequently B − B = 0. From this follows that any fuzzy algebraic equation
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A + X = C with given A and C as OFN possesses a solution, that is OFN,

as well. Moreover, to any convex and continuous fuzzy number correspond two

OFNs, they differ by the orientation: one has positive, say (f, g) , another (g, f)
has negative.

A relation of partial ordering in the space of all OFN, denoted by R, can be

introduced by defining the subset of ‘positive’ ordered fuzzy numbers: a number

A = (f, g) is not less than zero, and by writing

A ≥ 0 iff f ≥ 0, g ≥ 0 . (5)

In this way the set R becomes a partially ordered ring. Notice, that for each two

fuzzy numbers A = (fA, gA), B = (fB , gB) as above, we may defineA∧B =: F
and A ∨B =: G, both from R, by the relations:

F = (fF , gF ), if fF = inf{fA, fB} , gF = inf{gA, gB} . (6)

Similarly, we define G = A ∨B.

Notice that in the definition of OFN it is not required that two continuous

functions f and g are (partial) inverses of some membership function. Moreover,

it may happen that the membership function corresponding to A does not exist;

such numbers are called improper.

In any case for A = (f, g) we call f - the up-part and g - the down-part of

the fuzzy number A. To be in agreement with further and classical denotations

of fuzzy sets (numbers), the independent variable of the both functions f and g is

denoted by y (or some times by s), and their values by x.

In dealing with applications of fuzzy numbers we need set of functionals that

map each fuzzy number into real, and in such a way that is consistent with opera-

tions on reals. Those operations are called defuzzifications. To be more strict we

introduce

Definition 1. A map φ from the space R of all OFN’s to reals is called a defuzzi-

fication functional if is satisfies:

1. φ(c‡) = c ,

2. φ(A+ c‡) = φ(A) + c ,

3. φ(cA) = cφ(A) , for any c ∈ R and A ∈ R .

where c‡(s) = (c, c) , s ∈ [0, 1], represents crisp number (a real) c ∈ R.

From this follow that each defuzzification functional must be homogeneous

of order one, restrictive additive, and some how normalized.
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2.1 Step ordered fuzzy numbers

It is worthwhile to point out that a class of ordered fuzzy numbers (OFNs) repre-

sents the whole class of convex fuzzy numbers that possess continuous member-

ship functions. To include all CFN (with discontinuous membership functions)

some generalization of functions f and g is needed. This has been already done

by the first author who in [14] assumed they are functions of bounded variation.

i.e. they belong to BV. Then all convex fuzzy numbers are contained in this new

space RBV ⊃ R of OFN. Then operations are defined RBV in the similar way,

the norm, however, will change into the norm of the Cartesian product of the

space of functions of bounded variations. Then all convex fuzzy numbers are con-

tained in this new space RBV of OFN. Notice that functions from BV [24] are

continuous except for a countable numbers of points.

Important consequence of this generalization is the possibility of introducing

a subspace of OFN composed of pairs of step functions. If we fix a natural number

K and split [0, 1) into K − 1 subintervals [ai, ai+1), i.e.
K−1⋃
i=1

[ai, ai+1) = [0, 1),

where 0 = a1 < a2 < ... < aK = 1, and define a step function f of resolu-

tion K by putting ui on each subinterval [ai, ai+1), then each such function f is

identified with a K-dimensional vector f ∼ u = (u1, u2...uK) ∈ RK , the K-th

value uK corresponds to s = 1, i.e. f(1) = uK . Taking a pair of such functions

we have an ordered fuzzy number from RBV . Now we introduce

Definition 2. By a step ordered fuzzy number A of resolution K we mean an

ordered pair (f, g) of functions such that f, g : [0, 1]→R are K-step functions.

We use RK for denotation the set of elements satisfying Def. 2. The example

of a step ordered fuzzy number and its membership function are shown in Fig. 1

and Fig. 2. The set RK ⊂ RBV has been extensively elaborated by our students

in [9] and [22]. We can identify RK with the Cartesian product of RK × RK

since each K-step function is represented by its K values. It is obvious that each

element of the space RK may be regarded as an approximation of elements from

RBV , by increasing the number K of steps we are getting the better approxima-

tion. The norm of RK is assumed to be the Euclidean one of R2K , then we have

a inner-product structure for our disposal.

2.2 Defuzzification functionals on RK

On the space RK a representation formula for a general non-linear defuzzification

functional H : RK × RK → R satisfying the conditions 1.– 3., can be given
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Figure 1: Example of a step ordered fuzzy number A = (f, g) ∈ RK , (a) function

f , (b) function g.

as a linear composition [30] of arbitrary homogeneous of order one, continuous

function G of 2K − 1 variables, with the 1D identity function, i.e.

H(u, v) = uj + (7)

G(u2 − uj , ..., uK − uj, v1 − uj , ..., vK − uj) ,

with u = (u1, ..., uK) , v = (v1, ..., vK) ,

and some 1 ≤ j ≤ K . It is seen that G is given by F in which its j-th argument

was put equal to zero.

Due to the fact that RK is isomorphic to RK × RK we conclude, from the

Riesz theorem and the condition 1. that a general linear defuzzification functional

on RK has the representation

H(u, v) = u · b+ v · d , (8)

with arbitrary b , d ∈ RK , such that 1 · b+ 1 · d = 1 , where · denotes the inner

(scalar) product in RK and 1 = (1, 1, ..., 1) ∈ RK is the unit vector in RK , while

the pair (1, 1) represents a crisp one in RK . It means that such a functional is

represented by the vector (b, d) ∈ R2K .

Let us take b = c and such, that all their components are equal to 1/2K , and

denote such defuzzification functional by ψK .
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Figure 2: Membership function of the above step ordered fuzzy number A =
(f, g) ∈ RK .

Now let B be the set of two binary values: 0, 1 and let us introduce the partic-

ular subset N of RK

N = {A = (u, v) ∈ RK : u ∈ BK , v ∈ BK} (9)

It means such that each component of the vector u as well as of v has value 1 or

0. Since each element of N is represented by a 2K-dimensional binary vector

the cardinality of the set N is 22K . Then after defuzzification even if we apply

the linear functional ψK , we may have all possible fractional numbers i/2K , with

i = 0, 1, ..., 2K , as its values on N . The set N will play fundamental roles in the

next section.

3 Lattice structure on RK

Let us consider the set RK of step ordered fuzzy numbers with operations ∨ and

∧ such that for A = (fA, gA) and B = (fB, gB),

A ∨B = (sup{fA, fB}, sup{gA, gB})
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and

A ∧B = (inf{fA, fB}, inf{gA, gB}).

In [10] we have shown that the algebra (RK ,∨,∧) defines a lattice structure and

proved the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The algebra (RK ,∨,∧) is a lattice.

It is easy to observe that all subsets of N have both a join and a meet in N . In

fact, for every pair of numbers from the set {0, 1} we can determine max and min

and it is always 0 or 1. Therefore N creates a complete lattice. In such a lattice

we can distinguish the greatest element 1 represented by the vector = (1, 1, ..., 1)
and the least element 0 represented by the vector (0, 0, ..., 0).

Theorem 2. The algebra (N ,∨,∧) is a complete lattice.

3.1 Complement and negation

In a lattice in which the greatest and the least elements exist it is possible to define

complements. We say that two elements A and B are complements of each other

if and only if

A ∨B = 1

and

A ∧B = 0.

The complement of a numberAwill be marked with ¬A and is defined as follows:

Definition 3. Let A ∈ N be a step ordered fuzzy number represented by a binary

vector (a1, a2, . . . , a2K). By the complement of A we understand

¬A = (1− a1, 1− a2, . . . , 1− a2K).

A bounded lattice for which every element has a complement is called a

complemented lattice. Moreover, the structure of step ordered fuzzy numbers

{N ,∨,∧} forms a complete and complemented lattice in which complements are

unique. In fact it is a Boolean algebra. In the example with K = 2 a set of

universe is created by binary vectors

N = {(a1, a2, a3, a4) ∈ R4 : ai ∈ {0, 1} , for i = 1, 2, 3, 4}.

The complements of elements are ¬(0, 0, 0, 0) = (1, 1, 1, 1), ¬(0, 1, 0, 0) =
(1, 0, 1, 1), ¬(1, 1, 0, 0) = (0, 0, 1, 1) etc.
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Now we can rewrite the definition of the complement in terms of a new map-

ping.

Definition 4. For any A ∈ N we define its negation as

N(A) := (1− a1, 1− a2, . . . , 1− a2K) , ifA = (a1, a2, . . . , a2K).

It is obvious, from Definitions 3 and 4, that the negation of given number

A is its complement. Moreover, the operator N is a strong negation, because is

involutive, i.e.

N(N(A)) = A for any A ∈ N .

One can refer here to known facts from the theory of fuzzy implications (cf.

[2, 3, 7]) and to write the strong negation N in terms of the standard strong nega-

tion NI on the unit interval I = [0, 1] defined by NI(x) = 1− x , x ∈ I , namely

N((a1, a2, . . . , a2K)) = ((NI(a1), NI(a2), . . . , NI(a2K)).

3.2 Implications

In the classical Zadeh’s fuzzy logic the definition of a fuzzy implication on an

abstract lattice L = (L,≤L) is based on the notation from the fuzzy set theory

introduced in [7].

Definition 5. Let L = (L,≤L, 0L, 1L) be a complete lattice. A mapping I :
L2 → L is called a fuzzy implication on L if it is decreasing with respect to the

first variable, increasing with respect to the second variable and fulfills the border

conditions

I(0L, 0L) = I(1L, 1L) = 1L ,I(1L, 0L) = 0L . (10)

Now, possessing the lattice structure of RK (SOFN) and the Boolean struc-

ture of our lattice N , we can repeat most of the definitions know in the Zadeh’s

fuzzy set theory. The first one is the Kleene–Dienes operation, called a binary

implication, already introduced in our previous paper [10] as the new implication

(cf. Definition 4 in [10])

Ib(A,B) = N(A) ∨B , for anyA,B ∈ N . (11)

In other words, the result of the binary implication Ib(A,B), denoted in [10]

by A → B, is equal to the result of operation sup for the number B and the

complement of A:

A→ B = sup{¬A,B}.
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Next we may introduce the Zadeh implication by

IZ(A,B) = (A ∧B) ∨N(A) , for anyA,B ∈ N . (12)

Since in our lattice RK the arithmetic operations are well defined we may intro-

duce the counterpart of the Łukasiewicz implication by

IL(A,B) = C ,whereC = 1 ∧ (1 +B −A) . (13)

In the calculating the RHS of (13) we have to regard all numbers as elements of

RK , since by adding the ordered fuzzy number A from N to the crisp number 1
we may leave the subset N ⊂ RK. However, the operation ∧ will take us back to

the lattice N . It is obvious that in our notation 1N = 1 . The explicit calculation

will be: if C = (c1, c2, . . . , c2K)), A = (a1, a2, . . . , a2K), B = (b1, b2, . . . , b2K),
then ci = min{1, 1 − ai + bi}, where 1 ≤ i ≤ 2K .

It is obvious that all implications Ib,IZ and IL satisfy the border condi-

tions (10) as well as the 4th condition of the classical binary implication, namely

I(0N , 1N ) = 1N .

Since N is the complete lattice it is obvious that we can define counterparts

of t-norms and s-norms. The first example of a t-norm is given as the product, i.e.

T (A,B) = A · B , for any A,B ∈ N . (14)

We call this t-norm a product t-norm. Having t-norms and s-norms introduced we

can define (S,N)-implications, since in N we have the standard strong negation,

as well. It will by the subject of further research.

4 Interpretations

Having the described above implication we can apply step ordered fuzzy numbers

for evaluation of linguistic statements like “a patient is fat” or “a car is fast” and

reasoning on them. Below, we present a method of assigning elements of the set

N to ordered fuzzy numbers representing such statements.

Consider a classical (convex) fuzzy number Z ∈ CFN with its membership

function µZ . Let us recall that for Z we may define for each s ∈ (0, 1] the s-cut

(or s-section) of the number (of the membership function) Z as the classical set

Zs by

Zs = {x ∈ R : µZ(x) ≥ s} . (15)

For each convex fuzzy number Z and two numbers s1 ≤ ss the following relation

Zs2 ⊂ Zs1 between the corresponding s-sections holds.
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Now let us fix the resolution K of step functions defining the RK and take the

partition of the unit interval intoK−1 subintervals
K−1⋃
i=1

[ai, ai+1)∪{aK} = [0, 1],

with 0 = a1 < a2 < ... < aK = 1.

Then we may define a mapping

valK : R × CFN → N (16)

which for given Z and each x ∈ Zai − Zai+1
attaches an element of the set N ,

a step ordered fuzzy number, in such a way that ψK(valK(x,Z)) = ai, i.e. after

defuzzification the value of valK(x,Z) we get the value of the membership func-

tion of Z at the lower end of the s-section to which x belongs. In this way the

one-variable function valK(·, Z) : R → N is piecewise constant: it is constant

on each subinterval Zai − Zai+1
. It means that after defuzzification the corre-

spondence given by the function valK(· , Z) is in agreement with the value of the

membership function attached to x by µZ , module the assumed finite step-wise

approximation of values of the membership function.

If we use the so-called parametric representation of convex fuzzy numbers [8]

in terms of two left-continuous functions α1, α2, the both defined on the interval

[0, 1] with values in R, and denote by x1− and x1+ the points from the support

of µZ , such that µZ(x1−) = µZ(x1+) = 1, and at the point x1− the membership

function attains for the first time the value 1, and the point x1+ is the last point with

this property , then the condition x ∈ Zai − Zai+1
, may be written as α1(ai) ≤

x ≤ α2(ai+1) if x ≤ x1− and α1(ai+1) ≤ x ≤ α2(ai) if x ≥ x1+ . This is so,

because the function α1 is non-decreasing and the function α2 is non-increasing.

Notice that given by (11) the new binary implication Tb may be implemented

in the fuzzy inference if for a classical fuzzy rule [6, 4, 33]: If ’a condition is sat-

isfied’ Then ’a consequence follows’, when both parts: premise and consequent,

are fuzzy, the mapping valK will be applied to both parts . In the next paper

examples of such application will be given.

5 On intuitionistic fuzzy sets of type 2

It seems that the classical Atanasov’s intuitionistic fuzzy sets [1] may be general-

ized to ordered fuzzy numbers from the lattice N .

First we generalized the concept of interval-valued fuzzy set on a universe X.

Definition 6. A mapping V : X → RBV is called OFN-valued fuzzy set.

It means that x1− = α1(1) and x1+ = α2(1).
It seems that our approach reminds to some extend the fuzzy sets of type 2.
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Now we may confine our interest to those mappings V which have their values

in the subspace RK . In particular in the lattice N . Since N is isomorphic to R2K ,

in this way we are generalizing the classical concept of the interval-valued fuzzy

set on X (cf. Definition 2 in [3]).

Let us repeat the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy set on X (cf. Definition 1 in

[3]).

Definition 7. An intuitionistic fuzzy set A on X is a set

A = {(x, µ(x), ν(x)) : x ∈ X} (17)

where µ, ν : X → [0, 1], and µ(x) + ν(x) ≤ 1 , for all x ∈ X. The first function

is called the membership function and the second - the non-membership function

Since the exponent of R2K is even, and each element A ∈ R2K is represented

by a pair step functions of resolution K and , one the other hand, they are uniquely

represented by a pair of K-dimensional vectors, (u, v) say, we may attach to the

first step function the fuzzy value of the membership while to the second element -

the fuzzy value of the non-membership. We need, only, to superpose the condition

u+ v ≤ 1.

This is the inequality between K-dimensional vectors, hence it should be under-

stood componentwise, of course. The set of those elements of N which satisfy

the last inequality will be denoted NI .

Definition 8. A mapping V : X → TI is called a suspected fuzzy set.

We can see that by in the general case, i.e. with an arbitrary K superposing

any defuzzification operator to the each component of the values V we obtain

an intuitionistic fuzzy set. However, in the case K = 1 we have the following

remark.

Proposition 3. If K = 1 then the space of suspected fuzzy set can be identified

with the the space of intuitionistic fuzzy set on X.

The proof is obvious. In future work we are going to show application and

usefulness of that new concepts especially for modelling uncertain beliefs.

6 Conclusions

So far, ordered fuzzy numbers was applied to deal with optimization problems

when data are fuzzy. In this paper we present how they can be used for approx-

imate reasoning about uncertainty linguistic propositions. In order to do this a
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new fuzzy implication on step ordered fuzzy numbers is introduced. In classical

two-valued logics only two logical values are applied: 0 or 1. In fuzzy logics it is

extended to the values from the interval [0,1]. Our contribution is to enrich these

formal systems and use for logical justification step ordered fuzzy numbers. This

approach is very innovative and allows for including in logical value more infor-

mation than that something is true, true with some degree or false. In future work

we are going to show application and usefulness of this new reasoning on diverse

examples, especially for modelling uncertain beliefs of agents in multi-agent sys-

tems.
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